In a recent issue of the National Mathematics Magazine, 2 W. V. Parker and the author obtained solutions of the Diophantine equation F(x±, • • • , Xp) =G(yi, • • • , y q ), where F and G are homogeneous polynomials, with integral coefficients, of degree 3, and 7^ is such that for a set of integers Xi -ai (not all zero), dF/dxi = 0, (i = l, • • • , P)> In this paper the above is extended to functions of degree n. One type, which satisfies the conditions of the main theorem, is also solved by an entirely different method. The solutions obtained are in terms of arbitrary parameters, and they are integral for an integral choice of the parameters.
If 
is equivalent to one of the infinitude of solutions given by
where X, \x are positive integers such that \n =juw, ai and fik are arbitrary integers,
PROOF. By Taylor (1) becomes st^-^j^ajdf/daj+t^ffà^twgffi), and is satisfied identically in the a» and j8*. Hence (3) is a solution of (1) with s and / given by (4). Suppose Xi=pi, yk = o-k is any solution of (1) and (2). If we choose at-Pi* Pk = <Tk, we have that 5 = 0, and (3) becomes Xi=pit x , yh -CkP, equivalent to the given solution, since by (2), t^O.
If g==0, the theorem still holds, with X arbitrary. 
One function of interest which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is the function D(x) = | #»•,•#»,• |, a determinant of order n with a^ integral such that not all the a's in any row or column are zero. For this function not all the xa need be distinct. If there is any x^, say x pq , which occurs only once in D, we may make the choice Xpq -~ 1, X%j -~ U otherwise ; then all the partial derivatives of all orders less than n -1 vanish.
In the solution the form of the expression is the same for every element except x pq . This fact is illustrated by the equation D(x) =g(y), the solution of which is x pq = st' K~l +a pq t x , #i,-= <x^\ {i^p, jy^q),
with a pq the element in the pth row and gth column, and the other elements in the qth column zero.
It is not necessary, in some cases, that there be a unique element x pq . If a»-,-=l, for example, D may be the circulant. In this case we make the choice #»-,•= 1.
Another function of interest which also satisfies the condition of Theorem 1 is P(x) =H?-i]C?-i a *a*/> where an are integral, and the determinant -4 = |a»,-| 3^0. For we may choose x,-, integral, so that n -1 of the above factors vanish and hence for this choice of x 3 -all partial derivatives of all orders less than n -1 vanish.
The next equation satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, but will be solved by an entirely different method. This is given in the following theorem : THEOREM 2. The equation If we let yk = t»(A n nYPk, then by (9) and (11), (5) X n = (tAnnYpn, J h = (tA nn Y^ky which is equivalent to the given solution provided Xj=pg, yk = Ck is not a solution of (6). We may find, however, values of x 3 -which satisfy (6) and these values, together with y k = 0, afford additional solutions of (5).
By the above method we may show the following consequence. 
The final theorem treats an equation which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, but is reduced to an equivalent problem and then solved. 
w equivalent to one of the infinitude of solutions given by In general, through any point P of space there passes one ray p which intersects 5 m once and d once, and one ray p' which intersects bn once and d' once; p and p' determine a plane x, the null-plane of P. Conversely, a plane ir determines m rays p t -and n rays pj lying in it which intersect, a ray p with a ray p', in mn points, the null-points of the plane x.
Any point a in general position determines a ray p. As a describes a line /, the plane T of p and / contains # rays p', which intersect linn points j8; conversely, any point (3 on / determines a ray p' which determines with / the plane 7r, and w contains m rays p which intersect / in m points a-one being the original ce. Thus an (m, n) correspondence is set up among the points of / with valence zero; there are m+n coincidences and therefore m+n points on any line / whose nullplanes contain /.
2. Planes whose null-points behave peculiarly. We can obtain the last result by another method ; this will yield additional information about planes whose null-points behave peculiarly.
Let a plane IT turn about a line / as axis. A ruled surface will be generated by the m rays pi lying in TT. This surface is of order m + 1; d m is a onefold curve on the surface and d is an m-îold line. Another
